Our Toppings are designed with both the home gardener and landscaper in mind. Toppings are a
great alternative to concreting or asphalting your driveways, pathways or open spaces. They are
also a simple and inexpensive way to brighten up an otherwise dull area.
Toppings and crushed rocks are large rocks crushed into smaller rocks by machines. Once crushed
there are particles of varying size. It is the finer dust particles within the product that bind it
together to make a solid surface.
When laying your crushed rock and toppings we
strongly recommend that you DO NOT use weed
mat in conjunction with these products. The
crushed rock needs to push down into the soil
surface in order to find a base, the toppings layer
then pushes down into the crushed rock to find its
base. By putting weed mat down you stop this
important stabilising process from happening.
Weeds grow on top regardless of weed mat, wind
blows seed in and birds drop seed from the sky
etc. (Weeding is a necessary gardening
maintenance job just like vacuuming is to
housework).
1. Before you start, you will need to excavate (dig out) or box up the depth of the area that
you are going to cover to a minimum over all depth of 8cm (deeper if possible especially
for a driveway)
2. We recommend that you start with Crushed Rock (20mm) also known as Road Base for
your base at a minimum depth of 5cm (deeper if possible). A good base is crucial,
especially in the construction of a driveway.
3. Spread and then level the Crushed Rock using the back of a rake or straight length of
timber (It is not advised to use a rake with the prongs down, as they tend to pull the larger
rocks out leaving patches of stony material)
4. Water the Crushed Rock LIGHTLY with a hose (do not soak).
5. Compact the area with a vibrating plate or roller. Making sure you fill any dips or holes to
make a smooth and even finish.
6. Once the Crushed Rock has been laid and compacted, repeat procedure with the toppings.
7. It is important that the crushed rock layer and the toppings layer are compacted
separately.
8. Good preparation ends in a good result.

